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Music as a model for 
the stress response
• Music-evoked emotions modulate neural 
responses in a variety of limbic and 
paralimbic brain areas that are also 
activated during emotional experiences in 
other contexts -- for example, the 
mesolimbic reward – and thus recruits 
evolutionarily ancient brain circuits 
associated with fundamental aspects of 
affective behavior. 

• Tonal music is characterized by a 
continuous flow of tension and resolution.  
Imaging with fMRI shows oxygen level-
dependent signal increases in the left 
lateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and in 
the right superficial amygdala during 
periods of increasing tension



definitions



ICD10 criteria for OCD

Krebs G, et al. Arch Dis Child 2015;100:495–499



pathogenesis
Krebs G, et al. Arch Dis Child 2015;100:495–499

• Arises from alterations to 
frontostriatal circuitry

• Hyperactivation of the orbitofrontal 
cortex proposed to mediate 
persistent thoughts about threat and 
harm (obsessions)

• Attempt to neutralize perceived 
threats (compulsions)

• Increased activation in the lateral 
and medial orbitofrontal cortex (both 
children and adults)

• Found in unaffected relatives 
Chamberlain et al. Science 2008

• Treatment studies show reduced 
activation in the OFC after CBT



etiology

• Twin studies: genetics explains 
45%–65% of the variance in 
pediatric OCD 

• Higher heritability in children 
than in adults

• GWAS indicate polygenic origin, 
particularly serotonergic, 
dopaminergic, and 
glutamatergic systems



epidemiology
Krebs G, et al. Arch Dis Child 2015;100:495–499

• Pediatric prevalence of 
0.25%–4% 

• Untreated symptoms 
wax/wane 

• Marked functional 
impairment across 
multiple domains, 
including home, 
school, and social

• Increased risk of other 
psychiatric disorders 
in adulthood



Basal ganglia
Collection of structures important in 
voluntary movement, but also with 
important roles in cognition, learning, 
motivation and other functions. The 
basal ganglia include the caudate, 
putamen, substantia nigra, globus 
pallidus, nucleus accumbens, and 
subthalamic nucleus 

http://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/glossary/caudate
http://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/glossary/putamen
http://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/glossary/substantia-nigra
http://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/glossary/globus-pallidus
http://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/glossary/globus-pallidus
http://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/glossary/nucleus-accumbens
http://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/glossary/subthalamic-nucleus


Limbic system
Structures involved in processing 
emotion and memory, including 
the hippocampus, amygdala, and 
the hypothalamus



environmental 
influences

Krebs G, et al. Arch Dis Child 2015;100:495–499

• Social isolation, 
physical abuse, and 
negative emotionality 
predict adult OCD 
diagnosis Grisham etal. Psychol Med 2011

• No association between 
adverse childhood 
experiences and OCD 
Visser et al. J Clin Psychiatry 2014



Sir William Osler
• Described the relationship between OCD and tics following 
pharyngitis

• He noted "a certain perseverativeness of behavior" in patients 
with Sydenham's chorea manifestations of rheumatic fever

• Basal ganglia involvement in 
• Sydenham's chorea
• OCD
• Antineuronal antibodies in both



PANDAS

Pediatric 
Autoimmune 

Neuropsychiatric 
Disorders 

Associated with 

streptococcal infection 

Swedo SE, Leonard HL, 
Garvey M, et al. PANDAS: 
clinical description of the first 
50 cases. Am J 
Psychiatry.1998; 155 :264 



pandas/pans Krebs G, et al. Arch Dis Child 2015;100:495–499

• More widespread 
neuropsychiatric difficulties 
than other children with OCD

• Enuresis
• Deterioration in 

handwriting
• Impulsivity

• OCD in this population 
responds as well to standard 
treatments

• Effectiveness of prophylactic 
antibiotics is inconsistent



PANDAS: 5 inclusionary criteria

• Presence of OCD and/or tic disorder



PANDAS: 5 inclusionary criteria

• Presence of OCD and/or tic disorder
• Pre-pubertal symptom onset



PANDAS: 5 inclusionary criteria

• Presence of OCD and/or tic disorder
• Pre-pubertal symptom onset
• Sudden onset or episodic course of symptoms 
(typically 7-14 days)



PANDAS: 5 inclusionary criteria

• Presence of OCD and/or tic disorder
• Pre-pubertal symptom onset
• Sudden onset or episodic course of symptoms
• Temporal association between Streptococcal 
infections and neuropsychiatric symptom 
exacerbations



PANDAS: 5 inclusionary criteria

• Presence of OCD and/or tic disorder
• Pre-pubertal symptom onset
• Sudden onset or episodic course of symptoms
• Temporal association between streptococcal infections 
and neuropsychiatric symptom exacerbations

• Associated behavioral abnormalities



PANS/PANDAS patient survey

165 patients were found to have a 
differential diagnosis of PANS/PANDAS 
from June 2021 through June 2022

Preliminary Findings from the first 103 
patients:
* Patients had a PANS/PANDAS differential 
diagnosis if the words “PANS,” 
“PANDAS,” or “OCD” were mentioned in 
patients’ initial meeting 



Clinical features
• Of all (103) patients being evaluated for a differential diagnosis of 

PANS/PANDAS…
• Average age of initial evaluation:
• 57.6% male, 40.6% female, 1.2% non-binary, 0.6% trangender
• Clinical presentation:

• 92.2% had OCD symptoms
• 70.9% had an abrupt onset of OCD-related symptoms

• 89.3% had significant anxiety or separation anxiety
• 83.5% had sleep disorders
• 71.8% had emotional lability
• 65.7% had tics
• 56.3% had sensory processing issues
• 43.7% had restrictive eating
• 37.9% had enuresis
• 19.4% had a history of panic attacks



Infection and PANS/PANDAS
• 40.8% experienced infection preceding the onset of their symptoms 

(not necessarily Strep)

Of all patients with a possible/likely/presumed diagnosis of 
PANS/PANDAS (79 out of 103 patients):
• Less than ½ of patients had a clinically significant Strep history

• 44.2% had Strep pharyngitis, at some point in their history
• 19.4% had elevated ASLO or Anti-DNase B results

• Antibiotic treatment alleviated symptoms
• 79.7% of (possible) PANS patients were prescribed antibiotics
• 82.4% of patients on antibiotics showed improvement
• 60.5% had a history of frequent infections (46 kids out of 76 

total)



Role of group-A beta-hemolytic Strepococci

• 9.7% were given a likely or presumed diagnosis of PANDAS 
[10 kids]

• 90% of these patients had a history of Strep pharyngitis 
preceding the onset of their behavioral symptoms

• 40% had elevated ASLO or Anti-DNase B strep labs
• 100% of patients had either a history of Strep pharyngitis or 

positive Strep labs
• Only 3 of these patients had a history of both pharyngitis AND 

elevated Strep labs (30% of the presumed PANDAS 
patients…but only 2.9% of all 103 patients with a ddx of 
PANDAS)



Pathogenesis

Pathogen + Susceptible Host 
↓

Immune Response 
↓

Sydenham's chorea or 
PANDAS



Differential diagnosis

• Children are less likely than adults to have insight into 
the irrationality of their obsessions and compulsions

• Reclassification in DSM5: ‘OCD and related disorders’
• body dysmorphic disorder
• hoarding disorder 
• trichotillomania.



OCD and 
autism

• Restricted interests and 
stereotyped behaviors seen in 
autism 

• In contrast to autism-related 
stereotyped behaviors, 
compulsions are usually 

• Preceded by an obsession
• Associated with relief in anxiety
• Egodystonic (ie, unwanted and 

inconsistent with the individual’s 
fundamental values)

• Not intrinsically pleasurable



OCD and tics

• ~60% pediatric OCD meet 
criteria for a tic disorder 

• Earlier age of OCD 
• Complex tics difficult to 
differentiate from compulsions

• Tics are largely involuntary & 
simple

• Compulsions are performed 
deliberately to relieve anxiety, 
often elaborate



evaluation

• Careful history & exam
• Development, tics
• Infection history (Strep, Covid)
• Rheumatic disease manifestations
• Sensory processing
• Sleep
• Separation anxiety
• Disordered eating behavior
• Enuresis
• Co-morbidity (self-harm, depression, 

oppositional behavior)
• Emotional lability

• Lab testing
• Immunodeficiency
• Infection (Strep, mycoplasma, Covid)
• Endocrine (anti-thyroid abs, TSH, 

prolactin)
• Rheumatology (ANA, HLA-B27)



treatment
Krebs G, et al. Arch Dis Child 2015;100:495–499

• Referral for CBT with ERP
• Sleep modification
• Tic management strategies

• NSAIDs (naproxen)
• Alpha2-agonists (clonidine, 

guanfacine)
• Trial of antibiotics
• Underlying conditions 

• Steroid-responsive encephalopathy
• Arthritis/IBD
• Thyroid disorders

• Psychopharmacology options
• ASD and ODD respond less well
• 50% of previous non-responders 

show benefit from anti-dopamines

• IVIg, rituximab, plasmapheresis



Irritability/
ODD



''Whither music in our time?''

“The creative mystery … is 
inextricably rooted in the rich 
earth of our innate response, 
in those deep, unconscious 
regions where the universals 
of tonality and language 
reside.”



Summary
1. OCD is a multigenic disorder with serotonergic, 

dopaminergic, and glutamatergic components

2. More prevalent in childhood than previously 
thought

3. Tied principally to hyperactivation of the 
orbitofrontal cortex -- persistent thoughts about 
threat and harm (obsessions)

4.  No longer an “anxiety disorder” in DSM5

5.  Treatment of CBT & drug-refractory OCD can benefit from medical/rheumatologic 
evaluation and response (eg sleep disorders, endocrine, spondylo)

6.  Besides the abruptness of the onset, PANS/PANDAS-assoc OCD characterized by 
other unique qualities: enuresis, developmental regression, impulsivity



Summary

• Strep infection can lead to arthritis
• Post-streptococcal
• Rheumatic Fever

• PANDAS/PANS are a set of 
controversial neurologic disorders
• Only 3% of 103 patients had clear PANDAS
• Nonetheless, 82% of all patients improved 

on antibiotics
• Now almost 500 families
• PANDAS may be linked to 

immunodeficiency
• 61% of all patients had a history of 

frequent infections
• Only ~10% of patients progress to IVIg or 

related therapies


